Advanced ASL I

Facilitated by
Carmen King

In Advanced ASL, you will dig deep into the realm of ASL. Advanced ASL is an intensive hands-on course that will foster your development in ASL skills. You will use the multimedia lab to reinforce your process of expressing ASL in various registers, such as narration, formal presentation and casual conversation. The course also covers basic ASL linguistics, cultural rules, and the Deaf community and its history. *

* Required Text: *Signing Naturally– Level 3*

**TARGET AUDIENCE:** For serious ASL students who have been intently studying ASL for at least the past two years and who have been actively involved with the Deaf community.

**Wednesdays, October 7 — December 16, 2015**
6:00pm—8:30pm
A16INT001A  $439
LaGuardia Community College, Room C-244

**Carmen King**

♦ Adjunct ASL Instructor at New York University and LaGuardia Community College
♦ Teaches ASL at the Sign Language Center in Manhattan
♦ Attended the National Technical Institute for the Deaf (NTID) and graduated from Rochester Institute of Technology in 1999
♦ Advocates for the Deaf community through involvement in Deaf-orientated civic programs, including Deaf Women United, Metropolitan Asian Deaf Association, and NY Deaf Theatre

To register contact Vanessa Watson at (718) 482-5313,
email vwatson@lagcc.cuny.edu
or
Register online at [www.lagcc.cuny.edu/ace/register](http://www.lagcc.cuny.edu/ace/register)
Registration Deadline — October 1, 2015